Model ECH-300 LP
- Space saver, reduce head room.
- Extended reach from center of hopper.
- No moving parts.
- Simple to operate, install and maintain.
- Temperature stability ±4°F.
- Continuous or intermittent operation.

CASTEC'S continuous flow, electric sand heaters eliminate "cold" sand problems. They quickly and effectively heat sand to the temperature desired for individual no-bake operations. Their high performance characteristics supply heated sand at the temperature required to attain productivity through predictable set times with no-bake, chemically bonded sand systems. This degree of control can dramatically improve casting quality, provide substantial savings in catalyst and sharply reduce core and mold scrap.

Size Range - 18KW through 150 KW - 50 lbs. through 1500 lbs./minute.

Available in dual heater arrangements to provide controlled temperature sand to 3,000 lb./minute.
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